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LIVE THE DREAM OF ROMANTIC SIMPLICITY OR DARE TO HAVE A WEDDING
BEYOND CONVENTION AT DESERT PALM DUBAI
Desert Palm has a reputation for designing boutique wedding experiences with dedicated
wedding planner expertise. Whether you’ve been dreaming of an ethereal garden wedding or a
grandiose decked-out indoor wedding, Desert Palm Dubai offers you the best of both worlds,
with a 150-acre lush green estate that offers the perfect wedding venues in Dubai to bring your
special day to life.
Mark the beginning of a life together at Desert Palm and pamper your guests with the expertise
of our hospitality professionals that enjoy a reputation for extraordinary event design and create
a once-in-a-lifetime occasion, from the venue decoration to customised food and drinks.
Specialising in individually designed weddings, our team caters to the specific wishes of the
couple and offers unprecedented concepts and ideas that will WOW their guests. As the home
for Dubai’s most exclusive and high-end Polo events, Desert Palm promises you an exceptional
night, forever engraving your wedding on the continuum of Dubai’s romantic history.
If you are a fan of the outdoor, the Olive Garden is a perfect fit for you. Olive Garden is our
romantic outdoor space, which transforms into a magical wedding venue where guests can
spend their night amidst 300 year old olive trees and share an unforgettable event in
outstanding surroundings with the backdrop of the polo fields and wide acres of beautiful green
grass. Olive Garden graciously accommodates 400 guests for a seated dinner and 300 guests
for a seated dinner with dance floor.
If you however prefer the indoor, the Polo Rooms gives you endless opportunities to decorate
and personalize your wedding. The spacious Polo Rooms prove that inspiration and beauty isn’t
limited to a stunning garden or a gorgeous beach, but that there are so many beautiful ways to
transform an indoor space into that perfect wedding. The Polo Rooms seats up to 300 guests,
and provides complete privacy while entering and exiting the venue, allowing guests to access it
without having to pass through the main hotel building.
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Alternatively Desert Palm offers a selection of romantic spaces from The Green Veranda, The
Trophy Room or The Grand Stand that can be transformed for intimate wedding parties, where
everything you need is at hand for a classic styled wedding to an avant-garde wedding.
Having homed some of the region’s most exclusive weddings, Desert Palm’s expert wedding
planner boasts excellent experience in the overall requirements of local and international
wedding parties. The hotel excels at hosting segregated female wedding parties with solely
female staff, from waitresses, to DJs, to lighting experts.
Our dedicated team from the Executive Chef to the events services team have helped many
brides make their fairytale weddings come true, through decorating the wedding space, be it
outdoor or indoor with special items and ornaments.
Desert Palm provides a real sanctuary and an idyllic oasis which allows the bride and groom to
celebrate their day in a magnificent setting, and start their lives together in complete harmony.
- Ends –
About Desert Palm
A well-kept secret, Desert Palm Dubai is only 20 minutes from Dubai’s urban heart. Located on
an extensive polo estate, the resort is nestled amidst lush polo fields, away from the bustling city
centre. An oasis of calm, this sumptuously and discreetly luxurious retreat is a hidden world with
cosy private pool villas, chic spaces for culinary refinement and spa indulgences surrounded by
vast green landscapes, rare birds and endless sunshine.
Desert Palm Dubai has transitioned from operating as part of the MINOR Hotel Group & PER
AQUUM Resorts and Hotels to an independent property managed by successful, creative and
highly driven customer oriented team members.
For any further information, please contact:
Camelia Binbrek
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Director - Sales and Marketing
Email: camelia.binbrek@desertpalm.ae

